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III/IV B.Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, NOV/DEC- 2016
Second Semester

COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGINEERING
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:70

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory. 7X2=14 M

Answer One Question from each Unit. 4X14=56 M

1. a)  Define priori analysis and posterior analysis

b)   notation

c)  Feasible solution

d)  Properties of strongly connected components

e)  Applications of Back tracking

f)  Define problem state

g)  Principles of Optimality.

UNIT-I
2. A complex valued matrix X is represented by a pair of matrices (A,B) where A and B

contain real values. Write an algorithm that computes the product of two complex valued

matrices (A,B) and (C,D) where (A,B) * (C,D)  = (A+iB) * (C+iD) = (AC-BD) + i

(AD+BC). Determine the number of additions and multiplications if all the matrices are

all nxn.

(OR)
3. a)  Write an algorithm to evaluate a polynomial using Horner’s rule.

b)  Write an algorithm that searches for the element x in unsorted array a with n elements.

      If x occurs, then return a position in the array; else return-1. Evaluate its time

      complexity.

UNIT-II
4. a)  Prove that Greedy Knapsack generates optimal solution to the given instance of

     Knapsack problem, when the profit-weight ratio is arranged in non-increasing order.

b)  What is a minimum spanning tree and explain its applications.

(OR)
5. a)  Compute the time complexity of deriving minimum spanning tree from the weighted

     connected graph using Kruskal’s algorithm.

b)  Give the differences between dynamic programming and divide and conquer.
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UNIT-III
6. a)  Give the BFS algorithm and explain its traversal with an example.

b)  Differentiate between BFS and DFS.

(OR)
7. a)  Write an algorithm of n-queens problem.

b)  Write a Backtracking algorithm for solving the Knapsack optimization problem using

     the variable tuple size formulation.

UNIT-IV
8. Explain the general method of Branch and Bound and Write an algorithm to solve the

Knapsack problem with the Branch and Bound.

(OR)
9. a)  Explain polynomial Vs non-polynomial time complexities.

b)  Explain NP-hard and NP-complete classes.
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III/IV B.Tech. DEGREE EXAMINATIONS, NOV/DEC- 2016
First Semester

CS/IT
DESIGN ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS

Time: Three Hours Maximum marks:70

Answer Question No.1 Compulsory. 7X2=14 M

Answer One Question from each Unit. 4X14=56 M

1. a)  Concept of algorithmic efficiency

b)  Difference between Dynamic programming and divide and conquer

c)  Longest common sequence

d)  Spanning Tree

e)  Bi-connected components

f)  LC Searching bounding

g)  Complexity measures

UNIT-I
2. a)  Give your suggestion to refine merge sort to make it in-place.

b)  Define omega notation. Explain the terms involved in it. Give an example.

(OR)
3. a)  Show that f1(n) x f2(n)= 0(g1(n) x g2(n)) where f1(n)=0(g1(n) and f2(n)=0(g2(n)).

b)  Differentiate between priori analysis and posterior analysis.

UNIT-II
4. a)  Write an algorithm of Greedy Knapsack and also analyze its time complexity.

b)  Explain matrix chain multiplication with an example.

(OR)
5. a)  Solve the following 0/1 Knapsack problem using dynamic programming

       P(11,21,31,33), W=(2,11,22,15), C=40,n=4.

b)  Show that the greedy algorithm to minimize the mean completion time for multipro-

      cessor Job scheduling.

UNIT-III
6. a)  Differentiate between Dynamic Knapsack and Branch and Bound Knapsack problem.

b)  Explain the BFS and DFS algorithms.
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7. Write the control abstraction of backtracking. Write backtracking algorithm for 8-queen

problem.

UNIT-IV
8. a)  Explain the method of reduction to solve TSP problem using Branch and Bound.

b)  Explain the general method of Branch and Bound.

(OR)
9. a)  Differentiate between Dynamic Knapsack and Branch and Bound Knapsack probelm.

b)  Explain the satisfiability problem and write the algorithm for the same.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE ENGINEERING
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Answer question No.1 Compulsory 7X2=14 M

Answer ONE question from each Unit 4X14=56 M

1. a.  Define time complexity

b.  Omega notation

c.  Stongly connected components.

d.  Define problem state, solution state and answer state.

e.  Applications of travelling salesman problem

f.  Brute force approach

g.  Applications of backtracking

UNIT-I
2. a.  Write the non recursive algorithm for finding the Fibonacci sequence and derive its

     time complexity.

b.  Write and explain the control abstraction for Divide and conquer.

(OR)
3. a.  Differentiate between priori analysis and posterior analysis

b.  Write the Quick sort algorithm? Analyze the time complexity in worst case.

UNIT-II
4. a.  In how many ways, the following chain of matrices may be multiplied?

A X B X C X D

         [2X5]          [5X3]           [3X6]          [6X4]

    Find the no.of multiplications required in each case.

b.  Differentiate between Greedy method and Dynamic programming

c.  Define merging and purging rules of O/1 Knapsack problem.

(OR)
5. a.  What is spanning tree? Explain the prim’s algorithm with an example.

b.  Explain the terms Feasible solution, optimal solution and objective function.

UNIT-III
6. a.  Explain the BFS algorithm with an example.
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b.  Prove or disprove an undirected graph G=(V,E) is biconnected if and only if for each

    pair of distinct vertices u and v there are two distinct paths from u to v that have no

    vertex in common except u and v.

(OR)
7. a.  Write an algorithm of 8-queens problem using backtracking.

b.  Describe graph colouring problem and its time complexity.

UNIT-IV
8. Explain the general method of Branch and Bound. Differentiate between Dynamic Knap-

sack and Branch and Bound Knapsack problem.

(OR)
9. a.  Explain the classes of NP-hard and NP-complete.

b.  Explain the method of reduction to solve TSP problem using Branch and Bound.
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 Answer Question No. 1 Compulsory.          7x2=14 M

Answer ONE question from each Unit.        4x14=56 M

1. a) Runtime analysis

b) Optimized solution

c) Approximate solution

d) Longest common sequence

e) Connected components

f) Complexity measures

g) Problem state, Solution state

UNIT - I

2. a) Show that f(n)+g(n) = O(n2) where f(n) = 3n2 - n + 4 and g(n) = nlogn+5.

b) Write and explain the control abstraction for Divide and conquer.

(OR)

3. a) Explain how time complexity of an algorithm is computed.

b) Write the non recursive algorithm for finding the Fibonacci sequence and derive its time

complexity.

UNIT - II

4. a) What is spanning tree?  Explain the prim's algorithm with an example.

b) Find one problem for which the principle of optimality does not hold.  Explain why the principle

does not hold.

(OR)

P.T.O.
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5. a) Write a greedy algorithm to the Job sequencing with deadlines.

b) Prove that the edge with the smallest weight will be part of every minimum spanning tree.

UNIT - III

6. a) Prove or disprove an undirected graph G=(V, E) is biconnected if and only if for each pair of

distinct vertices u and v there are two distinct paths from u to v that have no vertex in common

except u and v.

b) Draw and explain the portion of the tree for 4-queens problem that is generated during

backtracking.

(OR)

7. a) Write an algorithm to solve the Knapsack problem with the Branch and Bound.

b) Explain the applications of DFS.

UNIT - IV

8. a) Explain the general method of Branch and Bound.

b) Explain the principles of LIFO Branch and Bound.

(OR)

9. a) Differentiate between NP-complete and NP-Hard.

b) Describe clique decision problem and write the algorithm for the same.


